Molecular Profiling and Significance of Circulating Tumor Cell Based Genetic Signatures.
Cancer kills by metastasizing beyond the primary site. Early detection, surgical intervention and other treatments have improved the survival rates of patients with cancer, however, once metastasis occurs, responses to conventional therapies become significantly less effective, and this remains the leading cause of death. Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) are tumor cells that have preferentially disseminated from the primary tumor mass into the hematological system, and are en route to favorable distant sites where if they survive, can develop into metastases. They may be the earliest detectable cells with metastatic ability, and are gaining increasing attention because of their prognostic value in many types of cancers including breast, prostate, colon and lung. Recent technological advances have removed barriers that previously hindered the detection and isolation of these rare cells from blood, and have exponentially improved the genetic resolution at which we can characterize signatures that define CTCs. Some of the most significant observations from such examinations are described here. Firstly, aberrations that were thought to be unique to CTCs are detected at subclonal frequencies within primary tumors with measurable heterogeneity, indicating pre-existing genetic signatures for metastasis. Secondly, these subclonal events are enriched in CTCs and metastases, pointing towards the selection of a more 'fit' component of tumor cells with survival advantages. Lastly, this component of cancer cells may also be the chemoresistant portion that escapes systemic treatment, or acquires resistance during progression of the disease. The future of cancer management may include a standardized method of measuring intratumor heterogeneity of the primary as well as matched CTCs. This will help identify and target rare aberrations within primary tumors that make them more adept to disseminate, and also to monitor the development of treatment resistant subclones as cancer progresses.